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Abstract 

Interactive computer-supported information visualisations are being increasingly used in design. 
However, while there are frameworks that discuss how traditional representations, such as 
sketches, CAD models and static diagrams support design tasks, no such mapping exists for 
interactive visualisations of product-related information. As novel contributions, this paper 
reviews the design literature for the use of information visualisations. Moreover, using systems 
theory and Gestalt principles, insights on the applicability of such information visualisations for 
various design tasks are given. 
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1. Introduction 

Engineering design is a non-trivial problem-solving process, where complexity can originate from 
multiple factors. First, the amount and variety of product-related information, such as engineering 
requirements, component properties and simulation tests that designers have to make sense of are 
often large (Chandrasegaran et al., 2013). Second, designed products often span multiple design 
domains, such as software, hardware and electrical systems, which have to be integrated. Third, 
product-related information is dynamic, where changes become hard to track once the number of 
elements in a system becomes large. Therefore, design support methods that facilitate holistic 
understanding of complex product-related information are necessary. 
Visual representations are an integral part of design in practice that facilitate such a holistic 
understanding of complex systems. They serve as conscription devices (Henderson, 1998), flexible 
enough for the incorporation of various inputs from multiple design participants and structured enough 
for individual use by designers. In essence, visual representations are “the glue that holds the entire 
design process together” (Henderson, 1998). In particular, during the initial design conceptualisation 
phases, sketching and other paper-based visual representations are typically used (Goldschmidt, 1991). 
With the evolution of digital media, however, computerised methods are becoming more prominent in 
the design process and are increasingly used in mixed-media environments combined with sketching 
and other paper or physical representations (Oxman, 2006). 
This brings us to the field of information visualisation. Information visualisations defined as 
“computer-supported, interactive, visual representations of data” (Card et al., 1999). Due to their 
abilities to facilitate information retrieval, to assist information search and to aid visual recognition of 
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patterns (Chen and Yu, 2000), such information visualisations are being increasingly used in 
organisations (Hashem et al., 2015). Despite a growing adoption of information visualisations in 
design practice, we note the lack of corresponding theoretical frameworks in the design research 
literature that would guide the incorporation of information visualisations into design support tools. 
Designers handle a wide variety of product-related information to perform corresponding design tasks, 
such as requirement traceability (Pavković et al., 2013) or optimising the modular structure of a 
product (Gumpinger et al., 2011). Therefore, the absence of such guidance on how to integrate 
information visualisations into design support tools means repetitions of the cumbersome process of 
continually generating new and ad-hoc visualisations for each specific task. This limits the acceptance 
and reusability of information visualisations in the design practice. 
Although there are works that propose taxonomies of visual representations in the design literature 
(Bresciani, 2019; Chandrasegaran et al., 2013; Lengler and Eppler, 2007), none of them connect 
computer-supported information visualisations to design tasks. Thus, this paper presents an overview 
that links together information visualisations in product design and fundamental systems features, such 
as relationships, hierarchies, patterns and processes. By examining the Gestalt principles that enable 
visualising these system features, we discuss how computer-supported information visualisations 
facilitate visual representation of system features. 
The paper starts with an overview of design representations and information visualisation theory. 
Second, we discuss current applications of information visualisations in design practice, focusing on 
the underlying Gestalt principles (Koffka, 2013) and computer-supported visualisation techniques. 
Third, we classify information visualisations according to fundamental system features and supported 
tasks in design. Finally, the paper concludes by discussing the implications of the study. 

2. Background 

2.1. Design representations 

According to Ullman (1992), design can be described through three significant factors: design 
problems, the environment and the process. Design problems are characterised by their initial and final 
states, as well as satisfaction criteria. The design environment describes where design is taking place 
and consists of design participants, their characteristics and the resources they have. Finally, the 
design process involves a plan to solve the design problem, related action, observed effect and failure 
action. 
Multiple visual representations with various purposes are used to represent such factors in design. 
Buur and Andreasen (1990) note that visual representations in design have various degrees of 
abstraction (e.g. 2D drawing vs 3D CAD model) and detail (rough 2D sketch vs detailed CAD 
drawing). Chandrasegaran et al. (2013) provide a taxonomy of representations in product design 
divided into five categories with the corresponding examples, as illustrated in Table 1: 

Table 1. Visual representations in product design (adapted from 
Chandrasegaran et al., 2013) 

Pictorial Symbolic Linguistic Virtual Algorithmic 

sketches, 
photographs 

entity-relationship 
diagrams, flow 
charts, decision 

tables 

requirements, 
design rules, 

heuristics, verbal 
communication 

virtual prototypes, 
CAD models, CAE 

simulations 

mathematical 
equations, 

algorithms, design 
procedures 

Engineering requirements are examples of an initial state of the design problems that are typically 
represented through linguistic representations, such as verbal communication or a textual checklist. 
Based on these requirements, designers then create pictorial and virtual representations of the final 
state of the design problem (Ullman, 1992), i.e. of the components that satisfy the given requirements. 
For instance, freehand sketches appear suitable as quick and flexible means for exploring the space of 
potential solutions (Goldschmidt, 1991). On the other extreme, CAD models and virtual prototypes 
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serve as high-precision documents used for building the product. Algorithmic representations, such as 
equations, are commonly used to describe physical behaviour in the product (e.g. the Bernoulli 
equation to describe airflow). 
Moreover, symbolic representations allow designers to abstract from the detailed product-related 
information and focus only on its essential aspects. For this reason, they are widely used to provide 
abstractions for all three factors. For instance, the entity-relationship diagrams are utilised to visualise 
the product architecture, i.e. the arrangement of components and interactions between them. However, 
visualising such product-related information for complex products becomes non-trivial, as, due to 
edge crossings and visual clutter, entity-relationships diagrams become less readable once the number 
of elements in the system becomes large (Maier et al., 2014). 
Computer-supported, interactive information visualisations provide one way to reduce visual overload. 
Card et al. (1999) mention six critical benefits of information visualisations to support cognition,  
namely they: 1) enhance memory and processing capabilities 2) accelerate information search 3) allow 
detection of patterns 4) allow perceptual inference operators 5) facilitate monitoring 6) use a versatile 
medium to represent information. Naturally, taking advantage of such benefits is crucial in a complex 
problem-solving process such as design. Therefore, in the next section, we review the applications of 
interactive information visualisations in the design literature. 

2.2. Information visualisations 

Several studies in the engineering design literature report on the use of computer-supported 
information visualisations. For example, fish-eye visualisations are employed to represent change 
propagation during the design of helicopters (Keller et al., 2005). Another prominent visualisation is 
the parallel coordinates plot (Inselberg, 1985). Elbeltagi et al. (2017) show how an interactive parallel 
coordinates plot assists the evaluation of various building design alternatives concerning their energy 
efficiency. The use of treemap diagrams (Shneiderman, 1992) for aircraft wing design was studied in 
Yan et al. (2012). Interactive tree diagrams are, for example, also employed in the Design Rationale 
Editor tool (Bracewell et al., 2009) to illustrate alternatives during the design of a turbofan engine. 
These information visualisations are some of many, selected for their frequent use in design, which is 
a problem-solving process. As Eppler and Platts (2009) highlight, there are cognitive challenges in the 
problem-solving process that are facilitated using information visualisations. Such challenges may 
include information overload, fixation on old perspectives and diverging views about systems. 
At the core of interactive information visualisations (also widely applied in static symbolic 
visualisations) are eight Gestalt principles (Koffka, 2013; Ware, 2012). These principles provide a 
way to visually encode presented information to improve its understanding by the users: 

 Proximity. Elements that are located close to each other are perceived to be in one group. 
 Similarity. Elements that look alike are perceived to be members of one group. 
 Connectedness. Linked elements (e.g. through a line) are perceived to have a relationship. 
 Continuity. Connections between elements are more easily traced if they are smooth and 

continuous. For instance, entity-relationship diagrams are easier to read, when the edges 
between nodes have a smooth curvature compared to orthogonal edges. 

 Symmetry. Elements that are symmetrical to each other are perceived to be members of one 
group. 

 Closure. All elements within a closed contour element are perceived as children of that 
element. 

 Relative size. Smaller elements within larger elements are perceived as separate objects 
 Common fate. Elements moving in the same direction are perceived to be members of one 

group. 

In addition to Gestalt principles, computer-supported information visualisations have two fundamental 
properties that enable the efficient presentation of complex information: rearrangement and 
interactivity (Spence, 2001). By rearranging the elements of the visualisation on demand, the 
information already presented can be viewed from multiple angles. For instance, in the co-occurrence 
matrix, rearrangement of rows and columns aids uncovering of groups (clusters) of elements that are 
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highly interconnected. Interactivity is driven by users and allows them to change the visualisation 
according to their needs: e.g. by zooming in and out from “overview to details” (Shneiderman, 2003) 
or filtering out unnecessary elements. 
Typically, information visualisations combine rearrangement and interactivity in multiple ways that 
result in various techniques. For instance, highlighting is a technique, where the elements of interest 
(e.g. nodes and edges of a graph that are selected by the user) change the colour intensity or line 
thickness to emphasise their importance compared to the rest of the elements. The collapsible tree 
(Plaisant et al., 2002) is another visual technique where selecting a parent node causes hiding of all 
child nodes, thereby reducing visual clutter. The coordinated views technique (Baldonado et al., 2000) 
consists of multiple visualisations presented in a unified display, where elements of each visualisation 
are synchronised to represent a single phenomenon from different aspects. 
While these information visualisation techniques are widely used in visualising product-related 
information (Hashem et al., 2015), it is often not discussed why these specific visualisations were 
chosen to support particular design tasks. Several studies provide taxonomies of visualisations in 
design (Bresciani, 2019; Lengler and Eppler, 2007), yet none of those explicitly links computer-
supported information visualisations to design tasks through underlying visual principles. Having such 
linkage is crucial, as it allows one to incorporate information visualisations into design support tools in 
an informed manner. We address this gap by reviewing the use of information visualisations in design 
through the prism of fundamental features of complex systems. We employ systems theory and Gestalt 
principles to understand how information visualisations facilitate the performance of the design task at 
hand. 

3. System features and their representations 

When creating visualisations to represent certain phenomena, including product-related information, 
one needs to abstract from the context where the visualisation is applied (e.g. a task could be 
optimising product modularisation) and to look for some fundamental underlying features of what is 
being designed. One of the ways to achieve this is by seeing a designed product as a system, “a set of 
interacting components - technical artefacts - with well-defined behaviour and a well-defined function 
or purpose” (De Weck et al., 2011). Designing of systems, i.e. systems architecting, has found 
numerous applications in design and manufacturing, software engineering, urban planning, public 
policy modelling, etc. (Maier and Rechtin, 2000). Having reviewed design and systems research 
literature (Browning, 2009; Crawley et al., 2015; Maier and Rechtin, 2000; Simon, 1965), the 
following system features that were most frequently encountered in the literature are: 

 relationships (interactions) between system entities, 
 hierarchies, 
 patterns, and 
 processes. 

Though this is not an exhaustive list of system features and they are not necessarily mutually exclusive 
(e.g. a hierarchy involves a set of relationships), systems features represent domain-independent and 
fundamental aspects of designed systems. By being able to characterise these fundamental aspects 
during performing design tasks, system features provide a backbone to the choice of information 
visualisation techniques - one can use information visualisations as “building blocks” to represent 
complex systems in a concise and informative manner. 
By reviewing existing taxonomies of information visualisations (Keim, 2002; Shneiderman, 2003; 
Heer et al., 2010; Ribecca, 2015; Lengler and Eppler, 2007), we have linked the defined system 
features to information visualisations they represent. To find examples of information visualisations in 
design, we have conducted a literature search across Scopus and Google Scholar databases in two 
modes. To begin, we used the search query “information visualisation AND engineering design”. 
Then, we replaced the term “information visualisation” in the search query with type names of 
information visualisations from the above taxonomies (e.g. “parallel coordinates plot”) and their 
known synonyms. Table 2 illustrates the most frequently encountered examples of information 
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visualisations according to the represented systems features, Gestalt principles (Koffka, 2013), and 
design tasks. 

Table 2. Information visualisations and system features 

Information 
Visualisations 

System 
Features 

Gestalt 
principles 
(Koffka, 2013) 

Design Tasks 

Co-occurrence matrix  
(Steward, 1981) 

Relationships, 
Patterns 

Continuity, 
Proximity, 
Similarity 

Modularisation (van Beek et al., 2010) 
Change propagation (Clarkson et al., 2004) 

Parallel coordinates plot 
(Inselberg, 1985) 

Relationships, 
Patterns 

Continuity, 
Proximity, 
Similarity 

Multicriteria optimisation (Fleming et al., 2005) 
Material selection (Elbeltagi et al., 2017) 

Coordinated multiple 
views (Baldonado et al., 
2000) 

Relationships  Comparison of design alternatives (Loos & 
Laet, 2016) 

Tree diagram 
 

Relationships, 
Hierarchy 
 

Closure, 
Connectedness, 
Continuity 

Documentation of design decisions (Bracewell 
et al., 2009) 
Modularisation (Van Beek et al., 2010) 

Treemap (Shneiderman, 
1992) 

Hierarchy, 
Patterns 

Closure, 
Proximity, 
Similarity 

Comparison of design alternatives (Yan et al., 
2012) 
Design reuse (Demian and Fruchter, 2006) 
Modularisation (Gumpinger et al., 2011) 

Network diagram Relationships, 
Hierarchy 
Processes 

Closure, 
Connectedness, 
Continuity 

Traceability (Martinec and Pavković, 2014) 

Scatter plot Relationships, 
Patterns 

Closure, 
Proximity, 
Similarity, 
Relative size 

Comparison of design alternatives (Yan et al., 
2012) 

Heatmap Patterns Similarity Validation (Feldt et al., 2013) 
Chord diagram / 
hierarchical edge bundling 

Relationships, 
Patterns 

Closure, 
Connectedness 

Concept generation (Eppler and Kernbach, 
2016) 
Traceability (Merten et al., 2011) 

Sunburst diagram Hierarchy, 
Patterns 

Closure, 
Proximity, 
Similarity 

Traceability (Merten et al., 2011) 
System overview (Langelier et al., 2005) 
Design reuse (Josefsson, 2014) 

Sankey diagram 
(Riehmann et al., 2005) 

Processes, 
Relationships 

Continuity, 
Common Fate 

Traceability (Eppler and Kernbach, 2016) 

Gantt chart Processes Closure, 
Proximity 

Task scheduling (Keller et al., 2006) 

In what follows, we discuss definitions for each system feature, their manifestations in engineering 
design, current visual representations and their underlying Gestalt principles. Then, examples and 
properties of information visualisations that enable the representation of these features are given. 

3.1. Relationships 

“Relationships among elements are what give systems their added value” states Rechtin (1991). 
Similarly, Simon in his definition of complex systems argues that having a large number of elements 
is necessary but not enough to consider a system as complex. A system has to have elements that 
“interact in a non-simple way” to be complex (Simon, 1965) by exchanging energy, matter or 
information through various channels (Pahl et al., 2007). Following an example from (Ulrich and 
Eppinger, 2016, p.198), consider an interaction graph for a printer, where subsystems (e.g. enclosure, 
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paper tray, printing mechanism, logic board) are connected by interactions which have to be taken into 
account during design - e.g. vibrations from the paper tray may affect printing cartridge. Moreover, 
such understanding of relationships is needed not only on the level of physical components but also 
between other product-related information, e.g. between components and the requirements they satisfy 
(Pavković et al., 2013). In design, relationships between elements are conventionally represented by 
entity-relationship diagrams (Figure 1a). In these diagrams, first, the Gestalt principle of closure is 
enabled when each entity has a contour and thusly becomes separated from other entities. Second, the 
connectedness is enabled when edges are drawn between entities. Third, the principle of continuity 
advises using smooth lines to improve readability. However, entity-relationship diagrams become 
harder to interpret once the number of elements and interactions between them grows (Maier et al., 
2014). 

 
        a) entity-relationship diagram      b) parallel coordinates plot      c) co-occurrence matrix 

Figure 1. Visual representations of relationships 

Information visualisations reduce visual clutter by allowing users to interactively explore relationships 
between elements, hiding and displaying layers of information or whole subsystems when necessary. For 
instance, if product architecture is visualised via such a diagram when interacting with a node (e.g. 
clicking the mouse on it or touching in a tablet device), edges that are connected to that node can be 
highlighted with a different colour (Idrissov et al., 2019). In addition to interactive entity-relationship 
diagrams, interactive co-occurrence matrices (Figure 1c) or parallel coordinate plots (Inselberg, 1985) 
are suitable for representation of complex relationships (Figure 1b). For instance, Fleming et al. (2005) 
applied the parallel coordinates plot to assist many-objective optimisation during the design of a control 
system for gas-turbine engines. In a co-occurrence matrix, a rearrangement of rows and columns can 
reveal the clusters of highly interconnected components (van Beek et al., 2010). Finally, relationships 
could be represented using links that are invisible and yet implied (Spence, 2001). Through multiple view 
coordination technique (Baldonado et al., 2000) linked elements can be connected not through visible 
edges but by synchronised highlighting using the same colour, for instance. 

3.2. Hierarchies 

Simon defines hierarchy as “a system that is composed of interrelated subsystems, each of the latter 
being, in turn, hierarchic in structure until we reach some lowest level of elementary subsystem” and 
argues that hierarchy is one of the fundamental features of complex systems (Simon, 1965). 
Understanding hierarchy of a system is essential for design participants, as it provides a structural 
overview of a system and helps to partition it into subsystems and components, which alleviates sense-
making of a system. Hierarchies in design represent not only product architecture, but functional 
decomposition (Hehenberger, 2014) and the history of design decisions (Bracewell et al., 2009). 
Moreover, the design process itself could be viewed as a hierarchy. For example, Hubka (1976) 
presented a hierarchical model of design process activities with design stages (e.g. planning, 
conceptualisation, detailing) at the top level and elementary operations (e.g. comparison, analysis, 
reading) at the bottom level. 
Tree diagrams (Figure 2a) are common visual representations of hierarchies. In addition to Gestalt 
principles of continuity, closure and connectedness, which are used in generic entity-relationship 
diagrams, tree diagrams benefit from the similarity principle when showing entities that belong to the 
same level of hierarchy. One limitation of conventional static tree diagrams is that it becomes hard to 
navigate the tree when the number of elements becomes large, similarly to entity-relationship 
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diagrams (Maier et al., 2014). Since designers continuously have to switch between different levels of 
abstraction, more flexible and interactive representations of hierarchies are needed. 

 
                           a) tree diagram                  b) treemap diagram         c) sunburst diagram 

Figure 2. Visual representations of hierarchies (images from Ribecca, 2019) 

Collapsible tree diagram (Plaisant et al., 2002) allows users to expand or collapse nodes to provide the 
required level of overview or detail on demand. Moreover, sunburst diagram (Figure 2c) (Stasko and 
Zhang, 2000) or a treemap diagram (Figure 2b) (Shneiderman, 1992) were developed to reflect the 
quantitative proportions of system entities in addition to hierarchy. 

3.3. Patterns 

Another way of reducing the perceived complexity of a system is through highlighting its intrinsic 
patterns (Card et al., 1999). Being able to see patterns (most often in quantitative data), such as 
clusters, classes and trends in data allows designers to detect commonalities among a large number of 
elements, inspect outliers and find other insights about the designed system. Based on the Gestalt 
principle of proximity and similarity, patterns in data can be displayed in many ways: as clusters 
(Figure 3a) or as correlation trends in a scatter plot (Figure 3b), or as the regions of various intensity in 
a heatmap diagram (Figure 3c). 

 
      a) scatter plot (clusters)            b) scatter plot (trends)                       c) heatmap diagram 

Figure 3. Visual representations of patterns  
b) and c) images from Ribecca (2019) 

For example, Feldt et al. (2013) apply heatmap diagrams to perform quality checks in the software, 
while Yan et al. (2012) propose to use scatter plot to visualise clusters of similar design concepts. In 
these studies, visualisation techniques such as highlighting, filtering and multiple view, aim to 
facilitate the exploration of patterns in complex information. 

3.4. Processes 

While relationships and hierarchies can be used to describe an architecture of a system, a designer has to 
have a dynamic view that shows how the system and its elements change over time. Without the temporal 
aspect, the representation of a complex system is “incomplete” (Cilliers, 1998). Likewise, Simon 
distinguishes between two types of system descriptions: state and process descriptions (Simon, 1965). 
Conventional visualisations, such as flow charts (Figure 4a), are limited in their ability to represent 
processes. Following the Gestalt principle of continuity, changes in a system are typically represented by an 
“arrow” symbol, that signifies, for instance, exchange of materials, energy and information (Pahl et al., 
2007) or changing from one state to another. Conversely, in information visualisations, using interactivity 
and rearrangement techniques enables an “enriched vocabulary” to express processes in design (Ware, 
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2012). For instance, in Sankey diagrams (Riehmann et al., 2005) exchange of energy between components 
can be visualised as a set of pixels moving into the same direction (Figure 4b), thereby applying the 
common fate Gestalt principle. In another example, Gantt charts (Figure 4c), which are one of the prevalent 
process visualisations in design (Keller et al., 2006), are augmented using information visualisation 
techniques, such as filtering out finished processes or highlighting the ones that are close to the deadline. 

 
          a) flow chart                      b) Sankey diagram                                  c) Gantt chart 

Figure 4. Visual representations of processes (b) and c) from Ribecca (2019) 

4. Implications 

Connecting information visualisation with system features and design tasks is one of the initial steps 
towards theory-building about the mechanisms that allow information visualisations to support design. 
First, by reviewing systems theory and design research literature, we derived fundamental systems 
features that are representable by symbolic representations. Second, by reviewing design research 
literature, we determined studies that use computer-supported interactive information visualisations. 
Finally, using existing taxonomies of information visualisations and Gestalt principles, we connected 
information visualisations to fundamental systems features they represent when supporting design tasks. 
As such, the contribution of this work is threefold. First, as there are a large number of studies that focus 
on the development of information visualisations to support similar design tasks, this paper aims to make 
future researchers avoid duplicate efforts in developing these visual methods. When developing novel 
visual approaches to support specific design tasks, readers can consider a set of existing visualisations 
listed in Table 2 concerning such a task. Second, by combining desired systems features that need to be 
represented when performing specific design tasks, one can use information visualisations that represent 
similar systems features. For instance, when performing traceability and change propagation analysis, 
the capability of the visualisation to show relationships between system entities (e.g. components) is 
crucial. Thus, information visualisations that are suitable for representation of relationships, such as co-
occurrence matrices and network diagrams, are frequently used for tracing connections between system 
entities (e.g. between requirements and validation tests). In another example, when supporting 
modularisation tasks, visualisations that represent hierarchy and patterns (e.g. co-occurrence matrices 
and treemap diagrams) are appropriate. Finally, design researchers can find novel applications of 
information visualisations in design where visualising similar system features is required. For instance, 
both structural and functional decomposition in a product can be visualised using the same systems 
features and the same visualisations, such as hierarchical collapsible trees. 

5. Conclusions 

Designers handle large amounts of heterogeneous information when designing a product. One way of 
visualising such information is to use computer-supported interactive information visualisations, 
which facilitate user cognition of complex information. While there are studies that propose the use of 
information visualisations in product design, very few of them focus on systemising such research and 
no research that explicitly link information visualisations for design support to underlying visual 
principles. Thus, in this paper, we review literature from systems theory, information visualisation and 
design research to connect fundamental systems features, information visualisations and design tasks. 
Four fundamental systems features are discussed: relationships, hierarchies, patterns and processes. 
For each systems feature, we touch upon its established visual representations, suitable information 
visualisations and underlying Gestalt principles, and visualisation techniques that aid to convey the 
respective feature. The performed mapping permits gaining a better understanding of why certain 
information visualisations are beneficial to support certain design tasks. Furthermore, the system 
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features defined in the paper can serve as a reference when developing novel design support methods 
using computer-supported information visualisations. 
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